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Author's response to reviews:

Thanks for your comments to improve my manuscript. All points raised by the reviewer has been incorporated as follows;

Page 3 has some Double )) marks - (MEG)) (PET)) correctly deleted.

Page 4. This sentence is long and awkward: Given that the premorbid mental capacity differs between subjects and that the symptoms exhibited by dementia patients vary quite widely, a more individualized treatment and management program for dementia patients should be considered taking into account the emotional and affective responses of each patient individually.

Revised as below;

The premorbid mental capacity differs between subjects and the symptoms exhibited by dementia patients vary quite widely. Considering the difference in symptoms of dementia patients, a more individualized treatment and management program should be considered taking into account the emotional and affective responses of each patient individually.

Title is written in sentence case.

Abstract has been revised for "debate" article.

Keywords are deleted.

Authors contribution is described more in details.
Additional files are deleted.